
Art So you are ready to buy art but are not sure
what size art to put where. Well a lot depends on
the size of the wall and the size of any furniture that
may be under the art. Hopefully, this guide will
provide you the informa�on you need to make sure
you get the right sized art that will fit perfectly into
your desired space.   Sizing Guide

Crea�ng a �ny art island in a sea of empty wall space.

Hanging a piece so high that people need a stepladder to see it.

Art should be between 4/7 and 3/4 as wide as the furniture it’s hanging above.

The center of the piece should be about 58” high - that’s the standard height
for pain�ngs in an art gallery. The bo�om of the piece should hang 6”- 12”
above the closest piece of furniture.

At Big World Art we print and frame custom sizes. If you don’t see the size you need on
our site, please email us at hello@bigworldart.com and I’m sure we can help.
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Step 1

Step 2

Rules of Thumb

Common Mistakes

Find the right size for your Art

Measure the furniture’s width.

Mul�ply by .57 (4/7) then .75 (3/4)
to get the size range for the art.

Gallery Wall Vs. Single Piece

Art should be between
47” and 63” wide.

8.4” X .57 = 47“
8.4” X .75 = 63”

You can also apply the Rules of Thumb to a gallery wall!

Use mul�ple smaller pieces to cover the
recommended width. Space pieces 2“- 4” apart. Be
sure to take those spaces into account when
calcula�ng the total width.

8.4”

Art should take up between 2/3 and 3/4 of the space it is occupying.



At Big World Art we print and frame custom sizes. If you don’t see the size you need on
our site, please email us at hello@bigworldart.com and I’m sure we can help.

Bedroom

Standard Furniture Sizes

Twin Full Queen King

22”- 30” Art
30”- 41” Art

34”- 45” Art
43”- 57” Art

Living Room

Love seats
StairwaySofas Fireplaces

Stairs are
typically
10”- 11” wide

96” Sofa = 54”- 72” Art
84” Sofa = 47”- 66” Art
72” Sofa = 41”- 54” Art

78” Table = 44”- 59” Art
60” Table = 34”- 45” Art
48” Table = 27”- 36” Art

19”- 26” Art

60” Seat = 34”- 45” Art
48” Seat = 27”- 36” Art

Match the width
of the fireplace

opening

Create a gallery
with smaller pieces
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